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Three Rivers Washington

	The Richlands Washington Area is home to one of the nastiest toxic waste sites in the 
Continental United States.  When attempts to clean up the mess resulted in the resignation of the 
initial specialist hired to do the job (on a part-time, couple of years basis), the government and 
interested corps decided just to deposit more waste.

	The basic waste in the Three Rivers area resists sorcery with a base target number of 15.  
When mixed with polymerized silicon (i.e. glass that has been technologically manipulated to make 
it more complex in a way that makes it sorcery resistant without other significant noticable changes) 
it resists sorcery with a base target number of 21.

	Farms-Bennet in partnership with Zenith-Zeos has the contract to clean up the polluted mess 
by imbedding the waste in sheets of polymerized silicon.  The partnership is marketting the sheets 
as sorcery resistent armor through Renraku in Seattle and under their own brand name in Coos Bay.  
Renraku has been making low-cost sleep bins from the material that proves out to be unfit for other 
uses.  The dwarves have been strengthening their fortifications.

	Renraku has been hearing nasty rumors about its sorcery resistant glass.  Over 90% proves 
out to be unfit for specialized uses (the polymerization process tends to create unworkable slabs).  
This has been remaindered to Renraku Bronze products (a Renraku affilliate).

	R-Bronze has been taking the remainders, bought at prices less than cleaned sand, and 
melting them down.  The remainders are then recast and made into hives of 4'x4'x8' sleep bins in a 
charitable outreach project co-funded and directed by The Universal Brotherhood.  These hives are 
stacked in the slums and rented for 10 nuyen a night (insert credstick, door opens, climb inside and 
door seals until you open it or 9:00 A.M. comes around).

	Several hackers have noted that the cred-stick portals remain open even after the sleep bin 
is rented.  The sub-systems don't lead anywhere and the money transfer is a hardwired one way 
system, but it is an interesting quirk.

	Team is hired to sign on as workers for R-Bronze to find out what is going on in Three 
Rivers.

	In Three Rivers they find the project adminstered by elves.  The elves treat the workers like 
slaves, transfering some to private domains.

	The team also discovers the toxic waste base for the sand.

	High performing teams get trips to the reviatalized Elven Reno.  There they meet co-workers 
enslaved in brothels, etc. 
	The team also discovers that the 50% that fails is not stable and will decay, releasing the 
waste at some point.  
	Renraku's product is worth its high price.  However, the 50% waste remainders are 
dangerously unstable (and have 90 times the toxic and radioactive waste products that the prime 
material has).  Someone has sold Renraku a good product as an excuse to also ship them the bad.

	Worse, the percentage of bad yeild is scheduled to go up to 99.97% -- the opposite of "Ivory 
pure."

	A suit would conclude that R-Bronze needs to be cut off as R-Lead was a while back.

	Also note that a sleep bin can be opened through the cred-stick portal.  That is a Red 4 task 
-- except that there is a back door to the system that requires a simple pass key and that is a Blue 1 
task with the key.  The Brotherhood designed the system and the back door.

	And that Reno is the snuff center of the rich and famous.

	Over half of the workers going out to Three Rivers are not coming back.

